Internal derangements of the knee: rates of occurrence at MR imaging in patients referred by orthopedic surgeons compared with rates in patients referred by physicians who are not orthopedic surgeons.
To compare the occurrence at magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of clinically important knee abnormalities in patients referred by orthopedic surgeons with that in patients referred by other physicians. Knee MR images in all patients referred for evaluation of internal derangement for 12 months were retrospectively reviewed. Meniscus, ligament, and articular cartilage abnormalities were tabulated. The numbers of abnormalities detected in the patients referred by orthopedic surgeons were compared with those in the patients referred by all other physicians by using chi(2) analysis. Significance was defined at P less than .05. Knee MR images in 439 patients were reviewed; 328 patients were referred by orthopedic surgeons, and 111 were referred by other physicians. There was no significant difference in the rates of occurrence of meniscus tear (149 [45%; orthopedic surgeon referrals] vs 50 [45%; other physician referrals], P = .96); ligament tear (82 [25%] vs 21 [19%], P = .25); isolated hyaline cartilage defect (77 [23%] vs 20 [18%], P = .29); meniscus or ligament tear (167 [51%] vs 55 [50%], P = .86); or meniscus, ligament, or articular cartilage tear (242 [74%] vs 72 [65%], P = .34). The proportion of patients who subsequently underwent surgery of the knee was also similar (39% [118 of 300] vs 28% [23 of 82], P = .14). There was no significant difference in the occurrences of clinically important knee internal derangement at MR imaging between patients referred by orthopedic surgeons and those referred by other physicians.